
WeVillage opens Los Angeles location

WeVillage,  Los Angeles

WeVillage, breaks ground in LA market.
Currently four desirable locations
throughout the Portland area; The Pearl,
Orenco Station, Happy Valley, NE
Portland.

LOS ANGELES,  CALIFORNIA  ,
UNITED STATES , November 20, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Tis the season to
be jolly, 'WeVillage', has officially opened
it's waitlist once again! Breaking ground
this fall, 2016, on their newest and most
sought after location in Los Angeles,
California.

WeVillage, while it's already an award
winning and established brand, that has
not only surpassed as trustworthy, but
with its state-of-the-art, and innovative
play-based curriculum, is a child's
favorite, since 2009. 

WeVillage allows for an original concept,
with a flexible format opportunity,
allowing for parents to have a simpler
outlet for their child care needs. Simply log onto the WeVillage's website and make reservation, it's
that simple. 

Wanting to provide a playful,
yet advanced environment,
where parents felt
comfortable leaving their
children and also where the
children wanted to go.

Karen Beninati

Mixing cutting edge philosophy, along with a newfound
elegance, crafted into the flexible scheduling program,
ensures parents, that their families are being well enriched
and attended to in a multifaceted environment. 

Throughout the "play-based" programs, staff works hand-in-
hand with the children choosing and personalizing their
activities, based on their individual or current level of interests.
The WeVillage teachers, encourage children with interactive
play, helping with facilitating their individual social skills along
the way.

“Play is an artistically essential approach to the core of learning here at WeVillage." - Tiffany  

Sounds as if they are just playing? Not even close. Experts say, that a "play based curriculum" assists
and helps teach in a multitude of ways. In fact, studies show they are learning valuable skills as well.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.wevillage.com
http://www.wevillage.com/center-pages/los-angeles


Karen Beninati, Founder of WeVillage

○ Improving and learning important
social skills; 
○ Confidence
○ The ability to build relationships with
their peers
○ Attending and listening to instructions
○ Being able to solve social problems
○ Effectively communicate their emotions
○ Concentrating on and persisting
challenging tasks
○ As well as early math skills

WeVillage "play-based" classrooms are
broken up into sections: 

○ Custom made "Colored Tornado"
○ Interactive kitchen
○ Dress-up areas
○ Reading nooks
○ Interactive blocks and lego building
stations
○ Along with of an array of toy areas 

In selected locations, WeVillage, is now
implementing foreign language clubs into
their curriculum, coming Spring of 2017. 

"Our mission, is providing exceptional
flexible childcare within beautifully
designed locations, along with state of
the art programs and activities, for our
parents." - Karen Beninati, Founder of
WeVillage
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